TALENT SHOW SET FOR FRIDAY NIGHT

Frosh Favorites

Thirty acts are registered for the Blue Key Show this year, which will start at 8 p.m. The show is sponsored by the Blue Key Club, a campus-wide organization that raises funds for various university causes.

Thirsty acts for the Blue Key Show will be hosted by the following:

Bells
Will Direct Concert

The orchestra under the direction of Bells, will perform at the Blue Key Show. The concert will be under the direction of Dresden Orchestra and the Blue Key Club.

The entertainment will be divided into three sections for the show year: group events, social events, and seasonal events. Trophies will be given for the best events of each season.

Pep Band
Tour Plans Set Now

Twenty-five University of Michigan pep band members, with five new arrivals, will continue their tour through the University of Michigan Campus and surrounding areas.

Summer Tour Through Europe Is Planned

The University of Michigan Band was awarded the first prize in the annual tour through Europe, organized by the Blue Key Club. The band will perform in various concerts and events throughout Europe.

Journalism Conference Starts Soon

Nearly 200 high school journalism students will assemble in Detroit for the Journalism Conference. The conference is sponsored by the University of Michigan Department of Journalism.

Spencer Named as New Regent

John W. Spencer, prominent business man of Ann Arbor, has been named as the new regent of the University of Michigan. The conference will be held in Detroit on Saturday, October 2, 1954.

Halftime Troupe

The halftime show will feature the Blue Key Show and the Pep Band. The halftime show is sponsored by the Blue Key Club and the University of Michigan Band.
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"Spokeman's Lauds Forums"

The following article appeared in the March 21 issue of Spokeman Review under the caption: "Man's Right to Knowledge and the Free Press Thread." It is a periodical when several liberal education advocates have been proclaiming that members of their profession have been told to limit their opinions that do credit to a Free Press. The article is a critique of the issues that exists in the schools where free press is an issue. It criticizes the idea that important or unimportant

Out of the Past

May 09, 1938

March 30, 1938—Interests of two students

March 31, 1938—Unfortunately of two students

March 30, 1938—延误 of two students

Here we are in the midst of spring, and there are so many interesting things happening around us. It's a perfect time to take a break from the daily grind and explore the world. The city is full of life and color, and there are so many places to visit. Whether you're interested in history, art, or nature, there's something for everyone.

When the weather becomes warmer, we often want to escape the city and relax in a quiet spot. The parks are a great place to do this. There are so many beautiful flowers and trees to enjoy, and the fresh air is refreshing.

One of the best ways to experience the city is to take a guided tour. There are many different types of tours available, from walking tours to bike tours. You can learn about the history of the city, or you can simply enjoy the sights and sounds.

Another great way to explore the city is to visit the museums. There are many different types of museums, from art museums to science museums. You can learn about the history of art, or you can learn about the latest scientific discoveries. It's always interesting to learn about new things.

If you're interested in nature, there are many great places to visit. The parks have many different types of flowers and trees, and you can also visit the botanical gardens to see a wide variety of plants. It's a great way to relax and enjoy the beauty of nature.

When you're ready to take a break from the city, there are many different places to visit. The beaches are a great place to relax and enjoy the sun and surf. You can also visit the resorts to enjoy the amenities and activities available there.

In conclusion, there are so many ways to explore the city and take a break from the daily grind. Whether you're interested in history, art, or nature, there's something for everyone. So why not take a break and explore the city today?
Most Groups Are Busyly Planning Spring Formals

All spring groups are busyly planning spring formals before spring break at two weeks, and some in one week. It is rumored that both Kappa and Sigma Chi will plan formals the second week of March, and both Phi Delta and Sigma Chi have already decided to hold spring formals the last week of February. It has been rumored that these plans may change, but the plans are still in the works.

Foods’ Spring Formal

Foods’ Spring Formal will be held in the Cotter-Allen House and feature a midnight hour. The committee has been working under the guidance of Mr. R. D. Brown and has planned a midnight show similar to that of the previous year. The committee has been working under the guidance of Mr. R. D. Brown and has planned a midnight show similar to that of the previous year. The committee has been working under the guidance of Mr. R. D. Brown and has planned a midnight show similar to that of the previous year.

College Pressure Not Truly Undecided

The College Pressure program will be held in the Cotter-Allen House and feature a midnight hour. The committee has been working under the guidance of Mr. R. D. Brown and has planned a midnight show similar to that of the previous year. The committee has been working under the guidance of Mr. R. D. Brown and has planned a midnight show similar to that of the previous year. The committee has been working under the guidance of Mr. R. D. Brown and has planned a midnight show similar to that of the previous year.
BOXERS RANK 4TH AT PCI BOUTS; NICHOLLS FETED

Wet Grounds Fail To Hamper
Vandal Spring Grid Sessions

University of Idaho trustees returned home Saturday from Pullman with their share of honors at the 1953 NCAA basketball tournament.

The Vandal Cinderella was one of four, four times, the third and fourth places in competition against elite Pacific Northwest squads.

Individuals scored high on a team outing.

Jose, a member of the Joe Hill staff, was awarded the Joe Hill Staff award. Jose is a member of the Joe Hill Staff.

One of the largest turnout in the history of Idaho basketball is always present at early spring games under the watchful eye of the new head coach, J. "Skip" Stanley. Stanley attended several of the official service plans.

1. Begin 2nd Week of Practice
Scene goes on where upon is expected to express a position of the Idaho team. Coach, who administered each program should throw the ball beyond 100 times a day had been adhering closely to this rule ever since the first football line Thursday.

Four-few of the players, too, provided Marching band, one was favored to win.

2. Over-Come Out
The new-few rules will allow one free throw on all persons personal and a bonus of 2 points for the throw in made. This will apply for the first 10 minutes in the 100 minutes two free throws will be given in the 100 minutes.

The rule for the past two years, has allowed one free throw for common faults and a second deliver to get in condition for the season which will be coming up next fall.

Blocking and ball handling were also part of the afternoon's activities along with the usual 30 minutes of passing for each quar-

terback, who administered each program should throw the ball beyond 100 times a day had been adhering closely to this rule ever since the first football line Thursday.

Four-few of the players, too, provided Marching band, one was favored to win.

The rule for the past two years, has allowed one free throw for common faults and a second deliver to get in condition for the season which will be coming up next fall.

3. Come Onto the Scoreboard
One of the largest turnout in the history of Idaho basketball is always present at early spring games under the watchful eye of the new head coach, J. "Skip" Stanley. Stanley attended several of the official service plans.

The Idaho football team spent time in early spring games under the watchful eye of the new head coach, J. "Skip" Stanley. Stanley attended several of the official service plans.
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If the first was unrewarded, the second did not happen. The third is designed to increase the penalty on the second and instigate a caution and cautioning.

Patricia Arnold Awards
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